ANY SURVEILLANCE,
ANYWHERE, ANYTIME
W H I T E PAP ER

DDN Storage Powers Next Generation Video Surveillance Infrastructure

INTRODUCTION
Over the past decade, the world has seen tremendous growth in the use of video surveillance
systems, as it is now a critical element in the overall strategy of today’s security planning
professionals. The ability to capture, monitor and access visual, or other sensor information
quickly and reliably can make all the difference in preventing crime, minimizing liability and
insuring the security of personnel and assets from possible threat. Traditional storage solutions
were never intended for today’s higher resolution cameras, or the ability to combine high capacity
for longer retention with integrated data assurance measures to insure information is always
available. And, as security professionals integrate a new generation of video analytics solutions
into their architecture, storage solutions must be able to deliver higher performance to accelerate
warnings or eliminate false positives.
This increased adoption is leading video surveillance and its associated technologies to mature
rapidly. Analog cameras are being replaced with digital technology, intelligent analytics is being
done on video streams in real time, and advancement in networking technology is enabling
new surveillance business models for service providers who specialize in cloud-based solutions.
More sophisticated cameras are taking videos and images with finer resolution, creating massive
amounts of data that need to be stored and managed accordingly. Having the right video
surveillance solution and storage can result in increased levels of threat detection and security,
as well as provide increasing levels of business intelligence to remain competitive in today’s
world.
This paper provides an overview of the video surveillance challenges of today and tomorrow,
and explains why traditional video surveillance storage solutions are unable to solve those
challenges. It then discusses how DataDirect Networks (DDN) solutions are designed from
the ground up to power the next generation surveillance infrastructure to handle any video
surveillance stream, anywhere, anytime.
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EVOLUTION OF VIDEO SURVEILLANCE
Over the past three decades, the demands of the market have resulted in video surveillance and
its associated technologies to evolve rapidly.

BY 2015,
MORE THAN

70%

OF ALL
NETWORK
CAMERA
SHIPMENTS WILL
BE MEGAPIXEL
RESOLUTION.

Traditional surveillance systems that are comprised of analog cameras, time-lapse VCRs and
monitors are being replaced by fully digital systems with higher requirements for reliability
and image quality. IMS Research forecasts that by 2015, more than 70% of all network camera
shipments will be megapixel resolution as resolutions and retention periods are increasing
for compliance purposes and advanced analytics are being done on video streams to provide
real-time monitoring of an organization’s environment, people, and assets with minimal human
intervention. In addition, new business models that offer Video Surveillance as a Service, in order
to generate new streams of revenue, are creating demands for a cloud and hosted solution.
The portfolio of products from DDN, perfectly compliment this video surveillance evolution.
DDN enables its customers to build sophisticated video surveillance solutions to gain real-time
insight, reduce potential threats, minimize TCO, increase business intelligence and generate new
streams of revenue in the cloud.
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DDN HANDLES ANY VIDEO SURVEILLANCE STREAM, ANYWHERE, ANYTIME
Our high density, highly efficient storage solutions are optimized for video or other sensor ingest,
management, and collaboration. That’s why we have been selected by more than 600 of the
world’s leading video production and media companies to help manage their video content.
We’ve leveraged this experience to develop the next generation of solutions to help physical
security experts build more efficient and reliable camera-based surveillance deployments. Before
we discuss this product portfolio, let’s first understand the challenges that customers face today.
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CHALLENGES
Video surveillance relies heavily on the crucial element of having a scalable, high performing
storage system behind an intelligent video surveillance platform. This storage should be able to:
•

Support the concurrent ingest of video streams from hundreds to thousands of IP
cameras.

•

Deliver the utmost quality of service to record higher frame rates and video resolutions.

•

Support the ability for analytic software to perform concurrent reads of IP camera
video.

•

Provide the flexibility to scale cost effectively to larger storage capacities and higher
retention periods in the future.

Traditional storage solutions have been unable to satisfactorily fulfill these requirements.

DDN SOLUTIONS
ALLOW YOU
TO SUPPORT
YOUR ENTIRE
NETWORK AND
RETAIN DATA
LONGER
WITH LESS
EQUIPMENT,
AND LOWER
REQUIREMENTS
FOR POWER,
COOLING AND
SPACE.

CHALLENGES WITH TRADITIONAL VIDEO SURVEILLANCE DEPLOYMENTS
Inability to storage to
perform reads while
writing limits Real-Time
Video Analytics and Review

File System limitations make
it hard to move data from
Disk to Tape using
Hierarchical Storage
Management

Number of cameras
limited by performance,
storage & retention
policies
Risk of dropping
frames and loss of
critical data due
to storage
performance
bottlenecks

ETHERNET
Network
Video
Recorders

100s of Individual Storage Volumes need to be managed

THE DDN DIFFERENCE
DDN specializes in the design and delivery of systems for the most demanding, content intensive
video surveillance deployments. These solutions provide the performance and the scalability to
handle video streams from thousands of cameras, while providing the quality of service to ensure
that there is no loss of critical surveillance data. Customers get the flexibility to start small and
scale to Petabytes (1000TB) of storage and thousands of cameras, with no disruption in service.
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•

Density - DDN’s ultra-dense storage appliances utilize enclosures that house either 60
or 84 drives in a single 4U tray. Support your entire network and retain data longer
with less equipment, and lower requirements for power, cooling and space. Deliver the
highest quality of service to record higher frame rates and video resolutions.

•

Smart Scalability – DDN makes future expansion planning easier. Start with as few as
10 drives and add only what you need to cost efficiently meet your requirements. With
the DDN building block in place, organizations will be able to increase storage capacity
at any future time by simply adding more drives to the existing Active/Active RAID
Controllers, expanding up to multi-Petabyte environments.
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WITH DDN,
MANAGING

4.8PB

OF DATA IS
JUST AS EASY
AS MANAGING

300TB.

•

Ease of Management – Take back your nights and weekends. Fewer storage appliances
and components mean fewer management headaches. DDN’s OS firmware has email
and SNMP capability and can be programmed to “phone home”. The interface is also
scriptable which enables the creation of powerful tools for consolidated monitoring and
fault detection. With DDN, managing 4.8PB of data is just as easy as managing 300TB

DDN FUTURE PROOFS YOUR VIDEO SURVEILLANCE INFRASTRUCTURE
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WHY DDN FOR IP SURVEILLANCE
Security experts select DDN when they cannot afford to take any chances with their video
surveillance data. Unlike simple data files, an IP video stream is sent only once. If the storage
array did not capture it, the evidence is lost and there are no second chances. DDN’s expertise
is in improving digital media content management and analysis. From the ground up, DDN
solutions are engineered to receive the entire video stream, without compromise.

YOUR SECURITY
TEAM WILL
BE ASSURED
THAT ALL
INFORMATION
IS CAPTURED
WITHOUT
EVIDENCE LOSS,
AND THAT THEY
HAVE ACCESS TO
IT WHENEVER
THEY NEED.

OPTIMIZED FOR PHYSICAL SECURITY DATA
The DDN system provides the Video Surveillance market innovative technologies to
improve performance and reliability. Designed and optimized specifically for mixed
workloads, DDN delivers unrivaled throughput and self-healing capabilities that insure
data integrity. Your security team will be assured that all information is captured without
evidence loss, and that they have access to it whenever they need.

DIRECTPROTECT™ REAL-TIME ERROR DETECTION & CORRECTION
With DirectProtect, data is checked on-the-fly, in real-time on every read. Not only will bad
data be detected, it will be modified in-flight, so that the host receives only the correct data.
Additionally, the data can be checked on the media and repaired if necessary, all without a
performance hit or a delay in access and completely transparent to the user.
DirectProtect also helps stabilize large pools of SATA drives by attempting multiple levels
of drive recovery before failing a drive. When most SATA RAID systems see a problem
on a drive, they immediately fail it and begin rebuilds. This causes the entire SATA RAID
array to lessen performance while the rebuild operation is happening, and with the large
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capacities and lower reliability of SATA drives, these rebuilds can take extensive periods of
time to complete and occur frequently. DirectProtect doesn’t immediately fail a drive when
it detects an anomaly. Rather, it will try to re-read the drive, repair the defect, or reset the
drive to recover it without a full failure. While this is occurring, there is no performance hit,
and in most cases, the drive can be successfully revived, eliminating the need for rebuilds.

THE
TREMENDOUS
BANDWIDTH
OF ALL DDN
APPLIANCES AND
OUR HARDWAREACCELERATED
PARITY
CALCULATION
ENGINE ENSURES
NO SINGLE DRIVE
REBUILD WILL
IMPACT SYSTEM
PERFORMANCE.

PARTIAL DRIVE REBUILD CAPABILITY
The DDN Platform can intelligently and accurately rebuild only the bad sectors on SATA
disks to return the system to full health as fast as possible. Partial drive rebuild capability is
especially important as users deploy larger TB-sized disk drives which have very long, fulldrive rebuild times. Moreover, the tremendous backend bandwidth of all DDN appliances,
coupled with our hardware-accelerated parity calculation engine, ensures that no single
drive rebuild will impact system performance. Security experts can be assured they will
capture all the evidence produced, and have access to it whenever they need.

REACT™ INTELLIGENT CACHE MANAGEMENT
DDN’s Real-Time Adaptive Cache Technology (ReACT) is an intelligent cache management
solution that optimizes writes in real-time, delivering balanced throughput and IOPS
performance. ReACT writes sequential data directly to disk media while small, random IO
utilizes extremely fast cache. This solution avoids parity overhead during video ingest and
provides more cache headroom to achieve full stripe, optimizing application performance.

REDUNDANCY
DDN has no equal when it comes to fault tolerance of its solutions. All DDN components
are fully redundant and failover has been incorporated into every aspect (2 power supplies,
2 fans, 2 RAID Controllers etc.). Organizations who cannot tolerate fault select DDN.

Partner focused, DDN is aligned with the world’s leading video surveillance application vendors
and system integrators to provide optimized solutions. Our partners include –

...AND MANY MORE
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THE DDN PLATFORMS
DDN’s portfolio of products includes Storage Area Network (SAN), Network Attached Storage (NAS) and
hybrid solutions, as well as embedded and object based solutions to provide customers with the exact
solution that fits their needs. The following section discusses these solutions in more detail.

STORAGE SYSTEMS
Innovative, award winning and proven in the world’s largest video production environments, the following
storage systems provide block based data access for VMware® as well as to Windows®, Linux® and Solaris®
environments.

SFA7700™
The SFA7700 is a scalable, cost-effective, hybrid storage appliance, purpose-built for the ingest and
management of mission critical data such as video surveillance evidence. Customers can start small and
scale to multi Petabyte environments, enabling the storage of surveillance streams from hundreds or
thousands of IP cameras and satisfy any retention length. A streaming optimized architecture supports
hundreds to thousands of high resolution cameras, concurrently streaming at different rates - while high
speed storage performance and low latency enables simultaneous ingest and review of surveillance data.

SFA12K™
The SFA12K product family is purpose-built to resolve the largest data management challenges in the
world. The 12K enables you to architect and scale your environment more intelligently, efficiently and
cost effectively than ever before, regardless of the number of sites you are monitoring, camera resolution
or data retention requirements. Fusing unprecedented IOPS and bandwidth performance with highly
efficient capacity management, this is the storage foundation for the next generation of data intensive
physical security challenges. Each enclosure houses 60 or 84 drives in just 4U to hold just over 5PB in a
single rack, delivering the industry’s densest storage platform lowering requirements for space and power.

WEB OBJECT SCALER® (WOS)
WOS is a turnkey object storage appliance that allows customers to deploy a private “cloud” infrastructure.
It addresses both the most demanding scalability requirements - billions of files and petabytes of content
in a single namespace - and improves file sharing and content distribution to your users. WOS is true
object storage, from the API to the disk head, with no underlying file system to degrade performance and
efficiency - giving WOS a sustained foundational advantage over all other object storage systems. Because
of the inherent efficiency in the WOS system, it lowers total cost of ownership to a fraction of traditional
storage systems.
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ANY SURVEILLANCE
DDN storage systems enable today’s organizations to capture, store and analyze massive
numbers of high- resolution video streams in order to gain real-time insight, business
intelligence and protect their employees, citizens and assets from potential threats. With DDN
storage systems, organizations are guaranteed the scale, performance and reliability required to
capture and analyze content at the highest resolutions while providing the most flexibility with
the lowest operational cost and complexity.

ANYWHERE
DDN’s comprehensive portfolio is designed to be deployed anywhere, meeting the diverse
needs of organizations building camera based surveillance infrastructure. These include file and
block based solutions for centralized or distributed sites, embedded solutions for simplicity and
data center efficiency and object based hosted solutions to enable new business models and
generate incremental revenue streams.

ANYTIME
Organizations that deploy sophisticated video surveillance infrastructure expect the highest
levels of availability, reliability and durability.

ABOUT DDN®
DataDirect Networks (DDN) is the world’s leading big data storage supplier to data-intensive, global
organizations. For more than 15 years, DDN has designed, developed, deployed and optimized
systems, software and solutions that enable enterprises, service providers, universities and
government agencies to generate more value and to accelerate time to insight from their data and
information, on premise and in the cloud. Organizations leverage the power of DDN technology
and the deep technical expertise of its team to capture, store, process, analyze, collaborate and
distribute data, information and content at largest scale in the most efficient, reliable and cost
effective manner. DDN customers include many of the world’s leading financial services firms and
banks, healthcare and life science organizations, manufacturing and energy companies, government
and research facilities, and web and cloud service providers. For more information, visit our website
www.ddn.com or call 1-800-837-2298.
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